Establishing appropriate genome-wide significance levels for canine linkage analyses.
A threshold of 3.3 for a genome-wide maximum LOD score (MAXLOD) has been demonstrated in human linkage studies as corresponding to a type I error rate of 5%. Generalization of this work to other species assumes the presence of an infinitely dense marker map. While this assumption is increasingly realistic for the human genome, it may be unrealistic for the dog genome. In this study we establish the analytic and empirical thresholds for MAXLOD in canine linkage studies corresponding to type I error rates of 5% and 1% for autosomal traits. Empirical thresholds are computed via simulation assuming a 10 cM map with no fine mapping performed. Pedigree structures for simulations were drawn from two canine disease studies. Five thousand replicates of genome-wide null genotype data were simulated and analyzed for each disease. We determined that MAXLOD thresholds of 3.2 and 2.7 correspond to analytic and empirical type I error rates of 5%, respectively. In all cases, the MAXLOD thresholds from simulations were always at least 0.5 LOD units below the corresponding analytic thresholds. We therefore recommend that a threshold of 3.2 be used for canine linkage studies when fine mapping is performed, and that researchers perform their own simulation studies to assess genome-wide empirical significance levels when no fine mapping is performed.